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Soil Water

C. R. Amerman,1 A. Klute,2 R. W. Skagga,3 and R. E. Smith'

SSSS5
o/irf JVewe. 1974J have focused attention on the need to

determine effective field values of the hydradie properties
of the soil. Befause of natural variation from point to
point, hydraulic properties Tor field-size units are difficult
to characterize. A deUiled field study was conducted by
NUhtn el al. 119731 to determine the field variability of
the hydraulic properties of the soil and to test various field
methods or measuring these properties. They concluded
that even seemingly uniform land areas manifest large
variations in hydraulic conductivity. For a given point

methods for measuring the soil hydraulic properties will
Kive values that are more accurate than those required to
characterize ai| entire, field because of the heterogeneity
of the soil. Thus the ability to make predictions over a
large urea from soil pi«perties determined at one location
can range from good to unsatisfactory, depending on the

prediction parameter of interest. Because of field varia-
lion in the hydraulic properties of the soil, simplified
methods for calculating soil water flux and water contents
during redistribution were found to be satisfactory when
they were compared with more detailed numerical
methods and with field measurements. Furthermore
when field variability is considered, simplified methods for
■ncasuring hydraulic conductivity or soil water diffusivity
are sufficiently accurate for characterizing fie d condi
lions. The results of this study will have conUnued aty navt continued ap
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*« "nt.nu.ng toward developing, testing, and

t -fB m?thods for calcul°ting the hydraulic conduc
floXi °° T™ ^ 80U **U"' characte™tic. Jackson
J I ^ Pred>ction methods of Marshall (19581

and of *lWuW'°" ™<* <?«'>* U969] for four soils. He found
,hat,when ° Aching factor at saturation was used, hy-

r" fconductlv'ty could bo calculated to within the
Crr°r , meaauremenl- Comparison with field

"loaau™n»en? for one «»« ""owed that field hydraulic
C°nductiv'ty functions could be calculated reasonably by

^1^° ? "JCOnclusion alao drflw" by Nielsen el al.
'" I 8tlJdy <hacu8aed ab°ve. Roulier et al. [19721

V .BO,mo*ha' '•" successful in using these methods to
r ?i° . u hydrnulic conductivities of field soils but

a , nffrcement between measured and calcu-

„ ,, ? . T 8atls[0Ctory w"«" the matching factor
! T^TJ, midpoint of the 8Uct>°n range of

,,1 , ' °Und Prediction metho^ worked
*e r Coar8e-Brained 8oilB but were less

T ZnT"Z 1°"* ^ " Wide P°re-ai"1.9?4" «"J ^ same basic approach as
Qu";k.but Earned a closed form expres-

2 r r° ""I"1110' character,st>c. His methods
WOrked WCl1 for five solla tos^d when a matching factor
7° n •t."tfrfVon- *""da'1"et ai '1974' Prcdicted hy-
draullc conductivitiua with a Burdine-type equation and

S3 ^^ ^ ^^ng el al. 119731 presented an approximate method for
determining the hydraulic conductivity function from the
Boi' water characteristic and a measured infiltration rate-
time relationship

I nermal and osmotic effects on soil water movement
nrc being analyzed with the methods of irreversible th*r
modynnmics IKay and GroeneoeU. 1974; GroeneoellaZ
Kay, 1974; Joshua and de Jong. 1973; BanTand Low.
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1971) or by more mechanistic nppronchea [Kempcr et al.,

1972; Harlan, 19731.
Considerable progress has been made by Groenevelt and

hin co-workers in exploiting the irreversible ther-

modynamic approach. In their analysis they have dis

tinguished between the microscopic continuum and

macroscopic continuum points of view of a porous medium.

Many who have attempted to apply the concepts of ir-

reversibl<rthermodynnmics have not carefully recognized

this distinction and' have been led to incorrect formula

tions and interpretations of the transport equations. The

review by Grncneiwll and Unit 119691 nnd two recent

papers \Kay and Groeneuelt. 1974; Grocnevelt and Kay,

1974) report perhaps the best attempt that has been made

to date in developing transport equations via irreversible

thermodynamic concepts. In the latter two papers the in

teraction of water and heal transport in frozen and

unfrozen soils is considered. Coupling between the two

transports is related to the heat of vaporization, the heat

of fusion, and the partial specific heat of wetting of the soil

water. (It appears that the term 'coupling' is used to refer

to two kinds of phenomena: (1) the contribution to the flux

of water due to a thermal or solute gradient (and vice ver

sa) and (2) the effect of the thermal or solute regime upon

the transport coefficients for water movement. In this dis

cussion, only,,the first kind of phenomena is considered.)

An experimental study of the coefficients for coupled flow

of heat and&noisture was reported by Jury and Miller

119741. Results were.analyzed within the framework of the

irreversible thcrmodynamic approach and also with the

concepts of the theory of Philip and de Vries 11957). The

coupling coefficient for water flow due to a temperature

gradient was found to be much larger than that predicted

by the surface tension-based model of Philip and de Vries.

Krupp et al. [19721 combined the miscible displacement

equation nnd Gouy double-layer theory to develop a mode)

for salt flow.through a soil column during miscible dis

placement. Bresler |1973a. b] developed a numerical

simulation based on linking the diffusion-convection equa

tion with a Darcy-ty^o water flow equation for isothermal,

unuaturaled porous media flow. The model accounts for

physicochcmical interactions between solutes and the soil

matrix by considering coupling effects and the mecha

nisms of convection, ionic diffusion, mechanical disper

sion, and anion exclusion. Bresler and LauferllQK] tested

the Bresler model in the laboratory and numerically.

Numerical tests indicated that osmotic gradients and

anion exclusion effects are of minor importance in the up

per pnrts of soils subjected to infiltration, redistribution,

and evaporation.

Building on the work of McLaren {1969a, b, 1970, 1971)

and McLaren} and Shujins 119631, Slarr et al. |1974| and

Misra et al. 11974a, b, c\ developed transport equations of

the movement of various nitrogen species during leaching

in uneaturatcd soils. The models simulate simultaneous

nitrification and denitrificntion and stiochcmetrically

relate the transport and retention of nitrogen species in

the gaseous phase to those in the liquid phase.

Cary and Mayland 119721 investigated salt and water

movement in unsaturatcd frozen soil. Flux equations for

water and salt, which included coupling coefficients for

both flows, were proposed, it wns emphasized that frozen

unsalurnted soil sltmiirl nol be considered aa a static

system. Not all the soil water freezes at temperatures com

monly experienced in the field. Liquid films remain be

tween the solid and ice phases, between the solid nnd air

phases, and between the ice and air phases. Soluble salts

are forced into these films. Liquid water and vapor tend to

move from warmer to cooler areas. Much of the flow is in

the liquid films. Thus solutes will also be carried from

warmer to cooler regions.

Joshua and dcJong\l91A\ measured the coupling coeffi

cients between heat and moisture flow. The results were

analyzed by using the theoretical framework of irreversi

ble thermodynamics nnd the Philip-de Vries theory. The

agreement between the thermodynamic theory and the

Philip-de Vries theory was satisfactory between 0.3- and

15-bar soil water suction. At suctions below 0.1 bar the

Philip-de Vries theory predicted more coupling than was

observed. Future work on coupled flows should consist of

careful experiments on a variety of soil materials under a

range of conditions to test the validity of the transport

equations that have been proposed.

A more mechanistic approach to Lhe analysis of osmotic

flow in clays and soils has been taken by Kemper ct al.

(19721. A theory was advanced to explain the nature and

mechanism of osmotic flow in such media. According to

the theory, solution concentration differences in in

compressible media arc translated into a hydraulic

pressure gradient which moves the solution to the high-

concentration side. Similar concentration differences in

compressible media cause electro-osmotic movement of

solution to the high-concentration side. The concepts out

lined are relatively untested, and further investigation is

necessary.

The effect of temperature on the pressure head, water

content, and conductivity relationships of two silt loam

soils was studied by Haridasan and Jensen 119721. The

temperature dependence of the pressure head-water con

tent relation could not be explained on the basis of

changes in surface tension of nir-water interfaces. The ob

served increase in hydraulic conductivity at a given water

content due to an increase in temperature was almost en

tirely accounted for by the decrease in viscosity of water.

The effect of solutes on the hydraulic properties of

various materials has been examined by several investiga

tors. Eluabaly and Eltfhamry 119701 measured "hydraulic

conductivity of kaolite as affected by adsorbed cations;

Naiihshineh-Pnur et al. 119701 studied the hydraulic con

ductivity of several soils in relation to electrolyte composi

tion; and Shainberg and Caiserman 119711 and Shainberg

et al. 119711 studied the hydraulic conductivity and swell

ing pressure of Na/Ca montmorilionite systems. The hy

draulic conductivity of axinlly loaded soils during cyclic

calcium-sodium exchanges waa.measured bgWaldron and

Cnnslantin 119701. All these results shed partial light on

the kinds of effects to be found, but a systematic treat

ment and coherent account of the effects of solutes on hy

draulic properties are still lacking. In view of the recent

increased interest in modeling of solute and water move

ment there is added motivation for obtaining better

knowledge of these effects.

A very thorough experimental study of the soil water,

chloride, and heat transport in the upper 10 cm of a bare

field soil has been conducted by .Jackson and his associ

ates at Tempo, Arizona Marfr<">> <•> ".' 1973; Nukavama al
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at, 1973|. The time anddcplh patterns of soil water flux in
this rone of the soil profile clearly displayed the dynamic
nature of the nux. The app.icubi.ity o'theories of coupTed
heat. salt, and water flow to this situation is being ex-
amined. g

Carter et at. |197I|. in a noteworthy and monumental
effort, studied the effoc. of .rrigation return How from a

fl2.030.ha (2p2.700-.crel Irncl inln «he Snake River. They
sampled water diverted from the river and sampled return

How at man/sites. They found that about 50% or diverted
water was returned that it w.n.s higher in nUra es nd

Mlubl. Mlu than When it w.,s Averted, hut .owe „ PQ
P. About 30X of the I'O.-P present in d.vcrled water was
-turned. Applied ferU^r apparently did not leach. Sub
surface drainage water contained about twice the con-
centration of soluble salts oriKinally present in the rriga

Uon water. NOa-N concentration, "ncreaaed severa old
<to 3.24 Ppm» in subsurface drainage water but wore con
siderably below drinking water standards (10 npm

In most analyses of water flow in unsaturate'd soi.s it
has been implicitly assumed that solutions of the flow
equation are stable, i.e.. that small perturbations in Sow
patterns will tend to disappear. With'thi, aslTp ion H ,"
pcwuiblc to describe infiltration by numerical and analvti
cal techniques of solul.on of the soil waTer How equ"nion
The water content profile in the transition one S

systems h«s hknn i , /■> i _. o

ron™ , , u ? C°l0rad° Slalc Unive'sitv-

„ ,. ° h I ? BuckleyLeveriU approximation from
Ol1 technoloKy to approximate the effect of air on infiltra-
IT Thc/OUrc('ualion3 <n°w "fairand water and confer-

f,n e" rifffe?" Vr^ "T' *"* Pr°Rramed f°r
S" lr 0721 Hi, T * ^ "''"" "'"* ""^
of Bru^kor' "T '" principle wilh lhowf
r ™™**S significant reduction in infillra-

^ * ""S' C°ndilh'n* of "mi ted vortical distance

TtL '""i1"11,'0" ^ WhC" air ro«»l<>rflow occurs (exit,
d f er -nt m^ em" t" l" *""" I"™'-**™*- "^ A
„ i M ^ «J approach was "*«' hy AfeAfe«r
a"d/'°r'lS>y'"1" ^^ '" which the flow process was

! " , " """^ "^ '" Wh'Ch CCrLain simPIify-«
aSSU.mplIOns co"ld bf, made wi.houl major error. The

'"" P.rOCedure allowed ""'"erical solution involving

Z^ZtZZT ^^ "°lllllOni 'l lh
fX?"*nteXPe"menlal of the nature of

n 'l.9711- Analytical solution for horizontal

8CVLTh ap;r0Xlmi"f. 8O'Ulions for V-lica' How under
Erin m ? co"d'lio"s *« also developed. The PX

always justified. When infiltration occurs in a layered soi
in which the upper layer i, finer an.l leas conduct ve than
(he coarser layer beneath, the wetl.no front become!
unstable and breaks into narrow wetting columns o
■finBcrs' K columns or

The Clrecn and Ampl model of infiltration |Cw« ami
^«Pt «911I h*s recentiy been omp.oved byW 7
.0 develop criteria for stability of the wetting f on. in
uniform and nonuniltrm soils. Instability due to an in
crease of air pressure ahead of the wetting front w, o

sorved by Peck ,19651 and is predicted by "heXot
developed by Raats. Instability ,s also indicated by HW
theory during infiltration of nLponding Unfa.l into* o Is
with a narrow range of pore si,es and during pond^nd
nonponded infiltration into soils in which the conductivity
increases with depth. y

The stability of the flow is of fundamental imnorlnnrn in
problems involving recharge to ihi ZZ ibKImoU
ment of pollutants. If the front is unstab.e. one-d^n.
s.onal solution of the water flow equation cannot be used

to predict the Deflation. Stabil.ty conSeittan^bZ!
Play a large role in soil water flow^ludie, J"ih "uSi
lntheperiod*ince .970. investigators have continued to

take advantage of the increasing power of the dig Ul om

puter to study How of water in porous media Recent
•studies have advanced knowledge or How processes bv
studying increasingly .... simp. Hed^m Two
P^nomena receiving increasing attention L the inter
relation of air fiow and water flow and flow in a .wellin*
medium. swelling

Much work o, describing two-phase (air and water) flow

!b 5 ? " T '" "h|Ch UlOg<1' pha8<? C°n-
"°lc"lal" WHler ™vement. almost alwaya the item of

aso flow are rather easily described in partial

^ ^"'r"^ thC rcco«nilion o{ sensitivity, rein-
S' ■nd,c"1d"ie>- of

1 m i L^T*^ conLlnllin«?st^>' will hn-
V Wh'Ch SO1' condltions «*» necessitate two-

innilnUiOn ""' drainBKC C°mPUl'VT 1 ^ aMumPlI0n!s nboul l"« properl.cs or the
2 T ?"' " Whkh C;i'CUlall°n °f l'™ and cxtcnt «f

"*< "J0"1"""'1^ ™« «3' -athemati,,.

rate formulas to account for air effecLs.

P'"0KreR3.has becn m^e in characterizing the effect of a

JJi S,Z ,9731f' ^'^l4'' CrOCnrVcU and B°»'
i 3I> ABain lhe lhcorctlcnl description or

IT ^T?1,?"'1 di-Hlribution U... soi^ whose swe.ling

1"" " Wd' ^"^ by ° rC'ali°n °f V°id ""*"•
re.atl'T 7^ "J '" Wd 0Ul " ParUa'
ResulT T?\wh>ch/x*>*nd* wilh *e swelling media.

B ««einon«lraied that swelling acts
£££ ^ «rav'tal-a' «^ts. thus reducing vcrtica. in-

00 Ph;nomeno" "'^ resembling capillary rise.

characterize the swelling relations or the soil. Problems of

S'"'* 8ltind "' l° h° dca"
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In Ihc field, soil water flow occurs in a cyclic manner

wiih periods of drainage, redistribution, nnd evaporation

alternating with periods of welling. The flow involves the

phenomenon of hysteresis. The houndury conditions arc

time dependent. Analytical methods for solution of the

water (low equation under these circumstances arc not

available, although certain hounds and limits on the

behavior of the solution can ho developed [Philip, 19731.

Numerical solution techniques offer the possibility of ex

amination of soqie of the detailed flow behavior of flow

systems with lime-dependent boundary conditions. Soil

water pressure head and the development of the profiles of

water content were examined by a numerical solution

scheme for the Richards equation of soil water flow \Klulc

and Heermann. 19741. Hysteresis in the water content-

pressure head relation was incorporated into the solution

procedure. An arbitrary sinusoidal variation of pressure

head at the soil surface was imposed. The wave forms of

water content, pressure head, nnd flux exhibited a

progressive increase in phase lag and decrease in

amplitude with depth. The highly nonlinear soil water

flow system introduced a high degree of harmonic distor

tion into the response of the system to the applied bound

ary condition. Further work along theso linen should (1)

examine the behavior of the profiles in a range of soil

materials. (2) make use of better methods of representing

and incorporating hysteresis into the solution scheme, (3)

utilize a periodic boundary condition involving evapora

tion, and (4) investigate the possibilities (if any) of

analytic approaches In problems of this kind.

One of the significant developments in the soil water

research of the past 4 yr was the application of the in

tegral method to the solution of the soil water equation.

This is a quasi-analytic method in that solution by suc

cessive approximations is necessary. The number of ap

proximations required is few. however. Parlance 1197In. ft.

c. 1972a. b. c. d. v. 19731 and Parian*-and Aylor 119721 ap

plied the method to a variety of flow situations including

one-, two-, and tjjrce-dimcnsional adsorption nnd infiltra

tion under both steady and transient conditions.

Knifihl and PltUCfi 119731. however, found that the sec

ond- and higher-order approximations in Parlange's

method do not satisfy continuity requirements. As a conse

quence, higher-order approximations oscillate with in

creasing amplitude about the exact solution. They con

clude that the utility of Parlange's method ifi that of the

first approximation and that the method cannot be applied

to the two- and three-dimensional cases unless they aru

radially symmetrical.

For the one-dimensional absorption case. Philip and

Kitifihl 119711 developed a quasi-analytical solution simi

lar to Parliinge's hut preserving continuity in higher-order

approximations. The next few years will probably see con

tinuing development of these methods.

An analytical, as compared wit ha numerical, solution of

the flow equation for a particular application is quite

valuable in that it yields a general description of the flow

situation of interest. That is. one may study with relative

ease the effects of making changes in hydraulic boundary

condition and of changing dimensions of lhi! flow regions.

A number of analytical .solutions have appeared recently.

For example, liaata 11970, 1JI7I. 19721. P/uliit Il971n.

19721. and Zachmann and Thomas 11973! have developed

such solutions for steady seepage from point and line

sources, cavities, and basins. Warrick 119741 arid Lnmen

and Warrick 119741 have contributed solutions for

unsteady flows from point and line sources. These solu

tions yield matric flux potential, stream functions, and

total hydraulic head distributions for flows of significance

to furrow and subsurface irrigation. These solutions also

provide a basis for the discussion of leaching under irriga

tion.

Warrick 119701, Morin and Warrick 119731. Warrick and

Lomcn | 1974|. nnd Srlim and Kirkhtun 11972a. />! have ap

proached hillside seepage from an analytical .standpoint.

Under saturated conditions there may be sevenil alternat

ing zones of infiltration and exfillration from the top to

the bottom of a slope.

Hauls I1973W has reported on steady upward and down

ward flows. He demonstrates a maximum upward flux for

a given depth of water table and also describes the two

types of downward flow that can occur in the zone im

mediately above an interface between two soil layers.

Analytical models cannot be developed for all porous

media flow situations, and so it is often necessary to rely

on numerical methods. Recent years have seen notewor

thy progress in the application of the finite element

method to porous media flow problems \Guynum cl a/..

1970; Gitymon, 1972; Cheng and Li, 1973; Rubin and

James. 1973; Nruman. 19731.
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